EPISODE 4:
HOW MORGAN HARPER
NICHOLS SCALED HER 7 FIGURE
EMPIRE AS A CREATIVE
FT. MORGAN HARPER NICHOLS

In this episode, Morgan sits down with Morgan Harper
Nichols, Artist - Poet - Musician extraordinaire, who has
successfully bridged the gap from creative to
entrepreneur. In the age of digitalization, creatives now
have the unique opportunity to display their art, build
community, and monetize their creations. Morgan shares
her advice for creatives who want to create and inspire
and are struggling with turning their passion and talent
into a business. Morgan and Morgan also dive deep into
questions like ‘how should you price your first creations?’,
‘how much should you charge for a branded social media
partnership?’ and ‘how can I grow a successful business if I
don’t have all of the usual business skills?’.
Morgan's new book ‘How Far You Have Come’ is
available for pre-order now.

www.MORGANDEBAUN.COM

INTRO
Whether you’re a poet, a painter, a musician, or a model,
you’ve probably struggled to monetize without having to
commercialize. Or maybe you’ve struggled to be both
artist and entrepreneur and, eventually, employer. On
this episode of WorkSmart, musician and artist and
business owner Morgan Harper Nichols explains how she
made the leap from freelance queen to Creator In Chief.

MORGAN'S STORY
Morgan’s always had a passion for creativity. But her
turning point came in 2016. She posted a poem to
Pinterest and watched as it quickly went viral. While she
couldn’t have known then that her art would evolve into a
full-time business, Morgan’s desire to continue serving
the young women flooding her DMs fueled her steps
forward.
After eventually striking a major brand deal, Morgan cut
her celebration short and realized the importance of cash
flow (hello net 90). So Morgan stepped outside her
original vision and opened an online store catered
specifically to her younger audience. Two years later, that
online store provides enough revenue to pay herself, her
husband, and five fabulous employees.

FIND YOUR FLOW
Not all of us are natural entrepreneurs. And if you’re
struggling to find your entrepreneurial on-switch, Morgan
says find your niche and find your flow. And she doesn’t just
mean create. Ask yourself where you have the most
confidence to speak up and become a thought leader.
Maybe it’s on a Reddit thread. Maybe it’s talking to an
audience live on Instagram. Wherever you feel the most
comfortable, building an initial online presence can
jumpstart your entrepreneurial flow..

KNOW YOUR VALUE
When you’re first starting, it’s easy to get stuck on pitchmode, constantly re-introducing yourself to new clients for
one-off projects and abiding by their price points.
Eventually, however, it comes time to raise your rates, own
your value, and say no to people who won’t pay up.
Charging can be tricky so Morgan uses data to back up an
invoice. With data from her online store, she determines
how much revenue a given Instagram post generates and
uses that as a jumping-off point. Just remember, if you’re
going to charge top dollar, you must deliver.

HIRE YOUR WEAKNESS(ES)
More than anyone, Morgan knows the value of a great hire.
Having worked solely alongside her husband for years, feeling
someone lift a bit of that burden away has been indescribable.
Not only do you have support to keep scaling, but you’re also
able to provide benefits and a great work environment. And
more often than not, those employees will be the ones that
keep you going day after day after day. If they can fill in where
you’re struggling, all the better.

HOMEWORK TIME
Morgan found success by having an intention behind her
online presence and producing work directly related to the
value she offered all along. To find your flow, write down 3-5
experiences or moments outside of creating where you feel
like your true self. What are you doing? Who are you talking
to? What platforms are you scouring 24-7? Write them down.
Next, think about your strengths. What can you offer other
creators? If you see an entrepreneur that moves you, shoot
them a quick email offering to help. Building your network will
pay off.
Finally, be a student of leadership and learn from success
stories everywhere. There’s an endless amount of free or
close-to-free information. Take advantage of it.
Remember: work smarter, not harder.

GLOSSARY
Net 90:
When hired by a client for a “net 90 account” it means that
client doesn’t have to pay you for your products or services
until 90 days from your invoice. If a payment isn’t received by
that day, a late fee can be charged if agreed upon in early
contracts.
Net 30:
When hired by a client for a “net 30 account” it means that
client doesn’t have to pay you for your products or services
until 30 days from your invoice. If a payment isn’t received by
that day, a late fee can be charged if agreed upon in early
contracts.

GLOSSARY CONT.
Cash Flow:
The amount of cash that comes in and out of your business in
a given period of time. If your contract is net 30 or net 90,
make sure you’ve got enough cash coming in to sustain you
before that payment hits.

RESOURCES:
How Far You Have Come
Morgan’s Shop
Tribes by Seth Godin
Deep Work by Cal Newport
MasterClass

